Date: S/10/10
To: Humboldt County Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission

Finding out about the real world in three minute bites and through randomly
scattered input is a poor way to go. Facts first and write-ups that fit the real
world give better results.
Ongoing local problems caused by not understanding the real world are as follows:
1. Glenn Ziemer Planning Commission presentation showed proposed General

Plan problems regarding fire stations and fire regulations. His fresh voice is
appreciated, because it supports my efforts to show how many regulatory actions ignore the real
world.
2. I understand state has

again rejected County's Housing Element. If I read the

rejection correctly, real world things like infrastructure, regulatory, and physical limitations have to
be considered in determining buildability.
Along the way, my read finds affordable housing hindered by General Plan re-write proposals
which restrict proper building in the county where 2000 census numbers already show most middle
to low income affordable housing exists.
3 . Many pushing for conservation easements are the same ones pushing for regulatory restrictions
on open space use which kills credits that support having conservation easements. Go figure!

4. A self-appointed group has discovered tree rings tell a lot, and they will use their newly
developed speculative expertise to tell how redwoods grow. Without being utilized and without
speaking up, it looks like foresters will let this group tell how we should live in the redwoods.

5. TOme, Farm Bureau and others acceptance of restrictions on open space lands

indicates a lack of understanding benefits provide by full and proper use of the
land, Human Nature, and why they and so many people are being caught on the
wrong side of the law. They accept there being less use of the land, lower land values, less
income from the land, more local market chaos, less ability to klfill family financial needs, and
less ability to use the land as desired. They accept adverse community impacts from kture owners,
especially younger folks, selling out to developers, larger owners better able to handle ownership
hurdles, taxpayer and donor supported lower producing conservation easements, and to taxpayer
supported low use to non-use Public Trust and park set-asides. Many do what they do with the
hope they will be left alone with something.
Here we stand, heads in the sand, rear-ends in the air, saying the world is good,
Respectfully Yours,
Charles L. Ciancio,
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P.O. Box 172,
Cutte~~,
CA 95534
707-445-2179

Benefits of P s o ~ e rDeveio~ment
Coupled with
Full And Froper Use Of Natural Resources
Comes &om conformance to:
Water, sewage, building location and standards, fie, operational, health and safety
Regtlatory requirements

Provides:
Better road placement and maintenance
Better environmental protection
Better control of fire
Better security and enforcement coverage
Happy landowners with reasons to maintain open space lands as open space
Allows quality of life desired by many who accept risks associated with rural living
More neighbors which can mean more assistance with problems
More locally derived tax revenues for needed services
Economically healthier local community due to more legal jobs and businesses
Open space incentives without destroying private ownership rights

Rules and Regulatioa~snot based on the real world drives land owners to:
Take short-cuts, ignore proper procedures, do illegal things,
And
Do environme~~rally
bad tllings.
The damage feared by those promoting land use restrictions as the cure for loss of open space
Ignore the real culprits who do the opposite of what proper development can do
Ignore the real causes for loss of open space lands to other uses
And
Do not understand Human Nature and why humans do bad things

OUR EXISTENCE AND WBNTEENANCE OF PRWATELY
O M E D OPEN SPACE L A m S DEPENDS ON FULL9PROPER9
WISE USE
OF N A T U U L RESOURCES
Unaccountable unelected Fourth Branch of Government is running things
(Govenunental folks, judges, etc.)
Decision processes under control of media, politicians, and other slick talking folks
Protectionist thiding dominates use of natural resource use
WBAT NEEDS TO BE EXDIVE?
Stop ignoring economic and physical realities
Stop ignoring experienced field professional input, historical proven and peer reviewed science and
site speclfic facts, logic and common sense
Promote beneficial impacts from active management and controlled disturbance
Promote benefits of Full, Roper, wise use o f Natural Resources

Uniustified dregulatorv and otherwise) shutdown of natural resource use
Land prohibited from producing income
Restrictions on land us=

Loss of owners hi^ satisfaction pushing open space private lands into non-use categories
Development
Set-asides that lock-up and prevent use of resources
(Wilderness, parks, etc.)
Regalatory and voluntary set-asides that prevent hll, proper, and wise use ofresources
(Conservation Easements)
Decimation of Rural Communities dependent on use of natural resources
Elimination of local infrastnamre manufacturing
Less economic supports
Less tax revenues
Nation becoming dependent on the rest of the world
Increasing dependence on the world at large for needed natural resource produas
Losing infrastructure, jobs, and middle class
Losing ability to make things
Turning into service providing country competing on the world market for service jobs
Increasing consumption and transfer of wealth to other countries
Increased susceptibility to world economic and fmancial changes

THERE IS NOT
A ONE SXZE FITS, ALL SHMBLE ANSWER
TO
RESOURCE USE SITUATIONS
RIGHT NOW
THEAPPROACHTORESOURCEUSE
IS TO PUSH REGULATIONS AND PROTECTION OF E V E R ~ eossmLE
G
EVEN WHEH NOT FACTUALLY AND LOGICALLY BASED

NEEDED CHANGE EWBEVES

THAT EINCOWOHaATES THE FOLLOWING:
FACTUAL SITE SPECIFIC REVIEW
BY
EXPERIENCED FIELD PROFESSIONALS

ACCEPTANCE OF ECONOMIC AND FACTUAL REALITlES

ACCEPTANCE OF BENEFICIAL IMPACTS
FROM
DISTURBANCE AND ACTIVE MANAGEMENT

MOW EMPHASIS
ON
FULL, PROPER, WISE USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Date: 8/2/10
To: Humboldt County Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission
Access Humboldt coverage of second half of 7/29/10 Planning Commission was interesting
With suggestions that staff work with people who know the real world, I saw light bulbs going on
all over the place. I appreciate Glenn Ziemer standing up and being a fresh voice telling you what I
have been saying for a long time. Maybe you now understand why I have been so persistent.

Mr. Ziemar's clear and thorough fire related problem presentation shows the new General Plan rewrite has factual problems fitting into the real world. Many of us have shown where this same
problem exists in other places in proposed plan re-write, and where Planning Commission and staff
have not reached out, collected, and put in plan re-write experienced and affected stakeholders
input. While commission and staff have spent a lot of time on the new General Plan re-write, more
effort to include such input at the start would have resulted in less discussion and time spent at
General Plan approval review meetings.

Finding out about the real worId in three minute bites and through randomly
scattered input is a poor way to go. Facts first and write-ups that fit the real
world give better results.
Those who run around saying they fear all kinds of bad things from development are ignoring the
benefits of properly done development and bow good hardworking folks are being driven deeper
and deeper towards doing illegal and possibly damaging things. I believe this fear comes from a
lack of understanding Human Nature and why bad things happen.
I find it hard to understand how the Farm Bureau and many producers of natural resource products,
especially the smaller ones, refuse to see how regulatory restrictive use of the land will kill the
desire to maintain land in an open space condition. They are living what is happening. They are
forced to use Williamson Act and Timber Preserve Zoning regulations to stay alive while other
regulatory restrictions are collectively causing uncertainty and disincentives that are driving land
out of an open space condition. More regulatory restriction simply means less use of the land,
lower land values, less income from the land, more local market chaos, less ability to hlfill family
financial needs, and less ability to use the land as desired. With increased restrictions, why
wouldn't future owners, especially younger folks, sell out to developers, larger owners better able
to handle ownership hurdles, taxpayer and donor supported lower producing conservation
easements, and to taxpayer supported low use to non-use Public Trust and park set-asides?

Regulatory restrictions are helping to drive conversion of privately open space
lands to other uses?
Respectfully Yours,
Charles L. Ciancio,
RPF #3 17
P.O. Box 172,
Cutten, CA 95534
707-445-2179

Date: 8/12/10
To: Humboldt County Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission
Subject is Industrial Timber (TI ) zoning.
Through Access Humboldt and personally provided verbal information, Planning Commission and
Planning Department lead me to believe TI zoning would be agendized and discussed at 8/12/10
meeting. I understood my questions about inappropriate use of TI zoning triggered the matter for
discussion; so, I thought I should be present and cancelled an Idaho trip.
I have a lot I could say as an experienced field forester for going on fifty years. Simply put, my
thoughts boil down to the following:
1. Allowing mis-handling of the agenda, poor to little utilization of experienced forester and
County Forest Review Committee's input, and a lack of effort to collect real world information
proves the County Planning Department staff have more control over development of the General
Plan re-write than the Planning Commission.
2. Dividing similar timber producing lands and already designated Timber Preservation Zoned
lands into two zoning classes adds confusion to an already confusing process. Conflicts with state
law, the physical world, and among experienced field professionals have not been resolved and
fiture problems will be unavoidable.
3. To let inexperienced county staff arbitrarily change the law and restrictions on the land, no
matter the size of the landowner, flies in the face of reason, logic, and fairness. I have not seen
county's own staff clearly explain how the TI designation with 600 acre minimum limit on homes
will be applied. What is the clear and understandable definition of TI?

4. If reason, logic, fairness, and experienced input are to be ignored, then common sense says all
small parcels put into TI should be pulled out of TI. Are the small landowners who have foregone
immediate financial gain and tried to do the right thing for many years to be arbitrarily penalized?
Enough said. It is in the power of the Planning Commission to correct what staff is doing wrong.
Will the Planning Commission step-up in this simple matter and do what is right?
Will county regulatory folks leave their heads in the sand, rear-ends in the air, and do nothing?
Respectfully Yours,

RPF #3 17
P.O. Box 172,
Cutten, CA 95534
707-445-2179

